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ing sources (12) on a substrate (S) includes:
- a channel-like mounting frame (14)
provided with fixing formations (18a, 18b,
18c) for fixing on the substrate (S), the
mounting frame (14) defining a cavity for re

ceiving the lighting source (12) with the
lighting source (12) resting on the substrate
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mentary engagement formations (20, 22) co
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slider member (16) and the lighting source
(12) urged thereby toward the substrate (S)
when the slider member (16) is advanced
from the insertion position toward the lock
ing position.
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Description

Mounting device for lighting sources

Technical field

The description relates to devices for mounting lighting

sources .

Various embodiments may relate to devices for mounting LED

lighting sources, for example of the type referred to as

Chip-on-Board (CoB) .

Technical background

In various solutions, a CoB device can be mounted on a

printed circuit board (PCB) using adhesives, ensuring an

electrical connection using the technique referred to as wire

bonding, for example.

This solution has a number of disadvantages.

Firstly, the mechanical contact does not allow uniform

distribution of the pressure, and therefore the thermal

interface properties and the transfer of the heat generated

during operation of the lighting source are not uniform over

the entire contact surface.

The operation of directly soldering the connection wires to

the PCB card of the CoB component may then result in damage

to the optical part (lens) of the LED module, causing the

optical properties to worsen.

In any event, the production process is adversely affected,

and this may require a manual soldering operation and in

various solutions it is necessary to protect the contacts

using a shell.



Object and summary

It is an object of the invention to provide a simple solution

so as to make it possible to mount a lighting source, for

example arranged on a dedicated PCB card (for example CoB) ,

on a substrate such as, for example, a heat sink capable of

constituting an integral part of the lighting system

("luminaire") .

According to the invention, this object is achieved by a

device according to the features specifically mentioned in

the claims which follow.

The claims form an integral part of the technical teaching

provided here in relation to the invention.

In various embodiments, the presence of resilient mounting

formations, for example elastic mounting formations such as

special bushings, guarantees optimum mechanical contact.

In various embodiments, a system with pins, for example

extruded pins, cooperating with ramp-like guides makes it

possible to achieve a uniform pressure and optimum thermal

coupling .

In various embodiments, scraping contacts may be present in

order to realize the electrical connection.

Various embodiments make it possible to achieve one or more

of the following advantages:

optimum mechanical contact between the lighting source

(for example CoB) and the surface of a substrate, for

example a heat sink;

- reliable and efficient electrical contact;

easy and quick mounting process owing to the presence of

a sliding member;



the operation of possibly replacing the lighting sources

(for example CoB) is simplified in that it is not

necessary to loosen screws for electrically and

mechanically disconnecting the lighting source;

- it is possible to mount a reflector;

stable and reliable standard mounting structure (also

thermally) ;

it is possible to achieve a uniform contact pressure

between the lighting source (for example CoB) and the

substrate, for example a heat sink, so as to make it

possible to effect an optimum thermal connection;

it is possible to easily implement arrays of lighting

sources ;

efficient absorption of the tolerances of the parts

which are assembled; and

it is possible to use different connectors for

implementing the electrical contact.

Various embodiments may be used in different applications,

preferably - but not necessarily - together with a CoB

module .

Various embodiments enable use in a street lighting device,

with simplified mounting and maintenance operations.

Brief description of the figures

The invention will now be described, purely by way of non-

limiting example, with reference to the accompanying figures,

in which:

figure 1 is a general perspective view of a device

according to one embodiment,

figure 2 shows the device shown in figure 1 in an

exploded view,

figures 3 to 5 show various views of one of the members

of one embodiment,



figures 6 to 8 show a member of embodiments in various

perspective views, and

figures 9 to 11 show a mounting sequence for

embodiments .

Detailed description

In the following description, various specific details aimed

at providing a fuller understanding of the embodiments are

explained. The embodiments may be implemented without one or

more of the specific details or using other methods,

components, materials, etc. In other cases, known structures,

materials or operations are not shown or described in detail

so that the various aspects of the embodiments may be

understood more clearly.

The reference to "an embodiment" in the context of this

description indicates that a particular configuration,

structure or feature described in relation to the embodiment

is included in at least one embodiment. Therefore, phrases

such as "in one embodiment", which may occur at various

points in this description, do not necessarily refer to the

same embodiment. Moreover, particular forms, structures or

features may be combined in any suitable manner in one or

more embodiments.

The reference signs used here are provided solely for the

sake of convenience and therefore do not define the scope of

protection or ambit of the embodiments.

Figures 1 and 2 show the combined features of various

embodiments of a device, denoted as a whole by 10, which

makes it possible for a lighting source 12 to be mounted on a

substrate S .

In various embodiments, the substrate S may be constituted by

a heat sink or by the body of a lighting device ("luminaire")

of any known type, not expressly visible in the figures.



In various embodiments, the lighting source 12 may be

constituted by an LED light radiation source. In various

embodiments, it may be an LED lighting source implemented

according to the solution known as Chip-on-Board or CoB.

In various embodiments, the lighting source 12 may be a

planar lighting source, for example in the form of a board in

which there is an active portion 12a (for example LED)

constituting the actual lighting source.

As can be seen more clearly in the exploded perspective view

in figure 2 , in various embodiments the lighting source 12

may be mounted on the substrate S with a device including a

mounting frame 14 and a sliding member or slider 16.

As can be seen more clearly by observing figures 3 to 5 , in

various embodiments the frame 14 may have a general channel

like shape and define, internally, a cavity in which the

lighting source 12 may be mounted resting on the surface S ,

as can be seen more clearly by observing figure 5.

In various embodiments, the frame 14 may be fixed on the

substrate S by means of fixing formations which, in various

embodiments, may include (see in particular figures 3 and 4 ) :

a screw or rivet 18a capable of extending from the frame

14 to engage a corresponding opening H (for example a

threaded hole) provided on the surface of the substrate

S , and

a bushing 18b fitted on the screw or rivet 18a and

acting as a guide member for a resilient member 18c,

which can be constituted, in various embodiments, by a

helical spring fitted around the bushing 18b.

Whichever the specific embodiment adopted (for example, the

spring 18c could be fitted directly on the screw or rivet

18a, or could be substituted by an equivalent resilient



member, such as an elastic sleeve) , the fixing formations

described make it possible for the frame 14 to be mounted on

the substrate S with the possibility to regulate the force

with which the frame 14 is urged against said substrate S .

This result can be obtained by regulating and/or

appropriately selecting the features of resilience of the

resilient member, such as the spring 18c.

In various embodiments, it is moreover possible to select the

thickness or height of the frame 14 such that, when it is

fixed on the substrate S , the frame 14 remains at a distance

from the surface of the substrate S (see for example the

distance d shown in figure 11), so that it does not make

contact with the surface of the substrate S .

This solution is advantageous for achieving uniform

distribution of the force exerted (according to the methods

described in more detail hereinbelow) on the lighting source

12 to make it rest on the substrate S .

As can be seen more clearly in the views in figures 6 and 7 ,

the general channel-like shape of the frame 14 may be

comparable with a corresponding, at least partial channel-

like shape of the slider 16.

In various embodiments, the slider 16 may include a web

portion 16a, with an extent at least approximately

complementary to the course of the frame 14 (for example

rectangular, in the embodiments under consideration here) ,

and two lateral branches 16b which are capable of giving the

slider 16 a channel-like shape overall which is complementary

to that of the frame 14, with the side walls 16b of the

slider 16 positioned so as to extend within the frame 14.

The side walls 16a can thus press on the lighting source 12

(for example on the sides of the board which bears the active



member 12a) so as to urge the lighting source 12 toward the

position in which it rests on the substrate S .

In various embodiments, the frame 14 and the slider 16 bear

complementary engagement formations intended to cooperate

with one another in a ramp-like manner.

In various embodiments, the aforementioned complementary

structures may include:

one or more ramp-like cavities 20, arranged for example

on the frame 14, and

one or more pins 22 protruding from the sides of the

slider 16.

The accompanying drawings refer to exemplary embodiments

which have:

four ramp-like cavities 20 arranged in two mutually

facing pairs of cavities on the sides of the frame 14,

and

four pins 22 arranged in two pairs of facing pins on the

sides 16a of the slider 16.

The number of complementary formations can of course differ

from that under consideration here. In addition, the relative

arrangement could be reversed (at least in part) , with one or

more cavities arranged on the slider 16 and one or more pins

arranged on the frame 14.

In addition, the complementary ramp-like formations (or cam

like formations, as they may also be called) could have a

different shape, it being understood that, in various

embodiments, these complementary engagement formations 20, 22

can ensure that the longitudinal advancing movement of the

slider 16 within the frame 14 causes the slider 16 to be

forced or urged toward the surface of the substrate S .



In various embodiments, the sliding movement of the slider 16

with respect to the frame 14 is carried out between:

a withdrawn insertion position (shown in figure 9 ) , in

which the slider 16 can be inserted in the frame 14,

with the walls or lateral branches 16b being made to

penetrate into the frame 14, and

an advanced locking position (see the sequence in

figures 10 and 11) reached by the slider 16 which,

positioned in the frame 14, is made to advance within

the frame 14 (with a movement from right to left, with

reference to the point of observation of figures 9 to

11) .

Due to this longitudinal sliding movement, owing to the

cooperation between the cavities 20 and the pins 22 (or of

corresponding ramp-like complementary members), the slider 16

acts - in particular with the branches 16a, in the example

under consideration here - on the lighting source 12 in the

sense that it urges it toward the surface of the substrate S ,

into the position in which it rests on the substrate S .

In various embodiments, the slider 16 is provided with a

window formation 16c (constituted by an opening or by a

transparent portion) so as to permit propagation of the light

radiation produced by the active part 12a and the lighting

source 12 toward the outside of the device 10.

In various embodiments, the web part 16a of the slider 16 can

have imprints 16d located in a position complementary to the

positions occupied by the fixing formations of the frame 14

on the substrate S (for example imprints 16d intended to be

turned toward the heads of the screws or rivets 18a) so as to

realize coupling intended to prevent the slider 16 from

accidentally sliding backward from the locking position

(figure 11) toward the insertion position (figure 9 ) .



In addition, in various embodiments the slider 16 can have an

engagement formation, such as an eyelet or dimple 24,

intended to make it easier to control the sliding movement

and/or scraping-type electrical contacts 26 intended to

reliably establish electrical contact with the lighting

source 12, in particular with tracks or lines for electrical

contact which are present on said lighting source (not

explicitly visible in the drawings) .

In various embodiments, a connector 28 mounted on the slider

16 makes it possible for the lighting source 12 to be

electrically connected to a power/drive source (not

explicitly shown in the drawings) .

Obviously, without affecting the principle of the invention,

the constructional details and embodiments may vary, also

significantly, with respect to that illustrated here purely

by way of non-limiting example, without thereby departing

from the scope of protection of the invention; this scope of

protection is defined by the accompanying claims.



Claims

1 . A device for mounting lighting sources (12) on a

substrate (S) , including:

- a channel-like mounting frame (14) provided with

fixing formations (18a, 18b, 18c) for fixing on said

substrate (S) , said mounting frame (14) defining a

cavity for receiving said lighting source (12) with

said lighting source (12) resting on said substrate

(S),

- a slider member (16) which can be positioned in

said cavity of said mounting frame (14) to urge said

lighting source (12) toward said substrate (S) ; said

slider member (16) being slidable with respect to

said mounting frame (14) between an insertion

position and a locking position,

wherein said mounting frame (14) and said slider member

(16) bear complementary engagement formations (20, 22)

cooperating in a ramp-like manner to force said slider

member (16) and the lighting source (12) urged thereby

toward said substrate (S) when said slider member (16)

is advanced from said insertion position toward said

locking position.

2 . The device as claimed in claim 1 , wherein said

complementary engagement formations include:

at least one ramp-like cavity (20), and

- at least one pin (22) engaging said at least one

ramp-like cavity (20), said ramp-like cavity (20) and

said pin (22) being preferably carried by said

mounting frame (14) and by said slider member (16),

respectively .

3 . The device as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 , wherein

said fixing formations include at least one resilient

member (18c) which resiliently forces said mounting

frame (14) toward said substrate (S) .



4 . The device as claimed in claim 3 , wherein said resilient

member includes an elastic member such as a spring

(18c) .

5 . The device as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

wherein said fixing formations include screws or rivets

(18a) extending between said mounting frame (14) and

said substrate (S) .

6 . The device as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

wherein said slider member (16) has lateral branches

(16b) extending into the cavity of said mounting frame

(14) to urge said lighting source (12) toward said

substrate (S) .

7 . The device as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

wherein said slider member (16) includes a window

portion (16c) permitting propagation of the light

radiation produced by said lighting source (12) .

8 . The device as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

wherein said mounting frame (14) has a thickness

whereby, when it is fixed on said substrate (S) , said

mounting frame (14) is exempt from contact (d) with said

substrate (S) .

9 . The device as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

wherein said slider member (16) bears scraping contacts

(26) for electrical contact with said lighting source

(12) .

10. The device as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

wherein said substrate (S) is a heat sink.
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